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The  classical Banach spaces L~(/~) and sublattices of  C(T) are characterized 
in terms of their lattice structure. Isomorphic  classifications of L~(/z) are also 
presented for the  case of a finite measure.  Also, some Banach space charac- 
terizations of L~(#) are developed. 
l .  PRELIMINARIES 
The purpose of this paper is to present a survey of some structure 
theorems for certain classes of Banach spaces. These spaces are known 
as "classical Banach spaces." The spaces we are concerned with are of 
two distinct ypes, namely, Lp(/~) for 1 ~< p < oo and sublattices of C(T) 
for some compact Hausdorff space T. While most of the theorems in this 
paper have appeared in research papers, some of them are not widely 
known. Also, certain proofs have been heretofore inacessible and certain 
definitions not generally agreed upon (viz. the definition of an abstract 
L9 space). 
The discussion will of necessity include topics in the areas of measure 
theory, Boolean algebras, Banach spaces, Banach lattices, cardinal and 
ordinal numbers, and compact Hausdorff spaces. Such diversity makes 
it impossible for this paper to be completely self-contained. The reader 
is invited to check [11], [14], and [24] for any unexplained terminology 
or the necessary background theorems. We shall present abrief discussion 
of the parts of these areas which are used herein. 
By a Banach space X we will mean a complete real normed linear 
space. The dual X* of X is the Banaeh space of all bounded linear 
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functionals on X under the usual dual norm. We also mention the weak* 
topology on X*, that is, the weakest opology on X* such that for each 
x ~ X, the function x* --~ x*(x) is continuous. The  reader will recall the 
fundamental fact that the closed unit sphere S* -- {x* 6 X*:  I] x* I1 ~< 1} 
is compact in the weak* topology. 
If  X and Y are Banach spaces and L is a bounded linear operator from 
X to Y, the norm of ~ is given by I1L][ -- {supl ILx][: [1 xI[ ~ 1}. If  
]] L II ~< 1, L is said to be contractive. When X = Y and L ~ • L o L ~- L, 
L is said to be a projection. We also recall that the adjoint of an operator L 
from X to Y is the operator from Y* to X* given by (L*y*)(x) = y*(Lx) 
and that IJL I I - - ] JL*  ]]. Moreover, L* is continuous in the weak* 
topologies on Y* and X*, respectively. I f 11Lx [I = [[ x [I for all x ~ X, 
L is said to be an isometry. 
Suppose the Banach space X is also a vector lattice (see [24] or [27]). 
We shall denote the lattice supremum, infimum, and absolute value by 
v, ^, and L I, respectively. I f II x tl ~< II y II whenever I x I ~< l y I for x, y 
in X, we say X is a Banach lattice. I f  X and Y are Banach lattices and L is 
a linear isomorphism of X onto Y, we say L is also a lattice isomorphism 
if Lx >~ 0 if and only if x >~ 0 (in such a case L is referred to as a linear 
lattice isomorphism or if it is also an isometry, a linear lattice isometry 
and, in such a case, X and Y are said to be linearly isometric and lattice 
isomorphic to each other). 
A vector lattice X is said to be complete if each set in X which has 
an upper bound in X, has a least upper bound in X. It is said to be 
a-complete if each countable set in X which has an upper bound in X, 
also has a least upper bound in X. We shall use sup A to denote least 
upper bounds and inf A to denote greatest lower bounds of sets A in X. 
Each set A C X has a natural partial ordering. We say .4 is directed 
downwards if for each x, y in ./1 there is a z in .4 with z ~ x, y (directed 
upwards is defined similarly). The  norm is said to be order continuous 
on a Banach lattice X if whenever _/t is a directed downwards et in X 
with inf A = 0, we have that inf{[] x [1: x e A} = 0. 
Let X be a vector lattice. A linear subspace Y of X is said to be a 
sublattice of X if x v y is in Y whenever x and y are in Y. The  linear 
subspace Y of X is said to be a solid subspace if x ~ Y whenever y e Y 
and I x l  ~}y l .  A solid subspace Y of X is said to be a band if 
X = Y @ y l ,  where Y± = {x ~ X: [ x 1 ^  l Y 1 = 0 for all y ~ Y}. A 
projection P on X is said to be a band projection if Y ~ P(X)  is a band 
and Y± = {x: Px = 0}. The  following famous theorem of Riesz can 
be found in [24]. 
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THEOREM 1.1 (Riesz). Let  X be an order complete vector lattice and A 
a nonempty subset of  X .  Then A ~ is a band in X and A ±± is the smallest 
band in X containing A .  
In particular, for any band Y in X, Y±± = Y. Whenever A C X, we 
let [A] denote the band projection onto A ±±. 
The following theorem is also consequence of Riesz's theorem (see 
[24]). 
THEOREM 1.2. Let  X be an order complete vector lattice and u E X .  
Then for  each x >~ O, [u](x) = sup{n[ u [ ^  x: n ---- 1, 2,...}. 
Another theorem which is quite useful is one which is a generalization 
of the classical theorem that a measurable function is approximable by 
simple functions. This particular version was told to the authors by 
Galen Seever (private communication). 
THEOREM 1.3. Let  X be an order complete vector lattice and 0 ~ x ~ u. 
Then for  each e ~ 0 there are u s ,..., u n in X and a s ,..., a n in [0, 1] such 
that 
(1) u IA (u -u i )=Ofor i=  1,...,n 
(2) u i ^ u i = O for  i ¢ j 
n n 
(3) Ei=s aiui <~ x <~ ~.i=i aiui q-- Eu. 
Proof. For each 0 ~ r ~< 1 let P~ -- [(x -- ru)+]. Note that Po = [x], 
Pi =0  and 0~<P8 ~<P~ ~<I for 0 ~r  ~s  ~< 1 (where P8 <~Pr 
means Ps(Y)  <~ P~(Y) for all y ~> 0 and I -- identity). Now, 
(Pr --  P,)(x) --  r(P~, -- P,)u -~- (I - -  P~)(Pr(x --  ru)) = (I - -  P~)(x --  ru) + ~ O. 
Moreover, 
(p~ - p~) (x )  - s(p~, - P , )u  = Pr ( (x  - su) - P , (x  - ~) )  
- -  p~( (x  - ~)  - (~ - ~)+)  < 0. 
Hence r(P~ - -  Ps)u ~ (Pr - -  Ps)(x) ~ s(Pr - -  Ps) u. 
Let E > 0 be given and choose n so that 1/n < E. Let 
Ui ~ (P(i-x)/n - -P i /n )  u and a i - -  ( i -  1)/n 
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for i = 1,..., n. Then aiu i <~ (P(i-~)/,~- Pi/~) x <~ aiui 4-(1/n)u i for 
i ----- 1 ..... n. Hence, 
L n 
a#~ <~ y~ (P ( ,2~, .  - e , / .>  = (Po - &) (x )  = x 
i=1 i=1 
<~ La iu i+ 1/n Lu ,= La iu i+(1/n)(u)<~ La iu i+eu.  
i=1 i=1 i=l i=l 
The following theorem summarizes everal results which will be 
needed. 
'~?HEOREM 1.4. Let X be a Banach lattice. 
(1) I f  dim X ~ 2, then there are nonzero elements x and y in X 
with x A y ~- O. 
(2) I f  dim X -~ n, then there are x~ > O for i = 1,..., n such that 
x i ^ x i = O for i :A j and X =: span(x 1,..., x~). 
(3) I f  X is infinite dimensional, then for each n there is an x~ > 0 
A X,~ = 0for  n ~ m (i.e., the sequence {x~} is mutually in X such that x,~ 
disjoint). 
(4) I f  {x,~} 
X, then for any y 
is a sequence of mutually disjoint positive elements of 
>~ 0, I]Y]1 = limn,o~ IqY - -Y ^ x.l[. 
Proof. The proofs of (1), (2), and (3) are routine. To see (4), let E > 0 
and let K = {n: ][y -- y A X~[I ~ flY II -- e}. Suppose that h 1 ,..., k s are 
distinct elements of K and observe that 
3 
(Y -Y  ^ *~1) + "'" + (Y -Y  ^ %)  = JY - V y ^ x~ (j -- 1)y. 
Hence, ( j -  1)]lYqt ~ Er=lt ly  -y  ^ xk. II ~J( [ lY I ! -  ~). This gives 
je ~< [l Y 1[. Thus, K is finite and (4) follows. 
The following theorem can be found in [1]. The proof given here 
differs from Ando's, 
THEOREM 1.5. Let X be a Banach lattice. Then the norm is order 
continuous in X if and only if each closed solid subspace of X is the range of a 
positive contractive projection on X. 
Proof. I f  the norm is order continuous in X, then X is order complete 
and the band projection suffices. 
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Suppose ach closed solid subspace is the range of a positive contractive 
projection. Let Y be a closed solid subspace of X and let P be a positive 
contractive projection onto Y. For a fixed x > 0 in Xand fory  > 0 in Y, 
y ^ (x - -  x ^ Px)~ Y and y ^ (x - -  x ^ Px)  = P (y  ^ (X - -  x A Px))  
(x - -  x ^ Px)  ^ (Px - -  x ^ Px)  = O. Hence, x- -  x ^ Px  is in Y± and 
Y = Y±-', i.e., Y is a band. Moreover, z -+ z ^ Pz  for z > 0 defines the 
band projection onto Y. 
Let # be an upwards directed set of band projections and suppose 
x > 0 and x = sup{Px: P ~ ~}. Then the net {Ix :  P ~ ~} converges to x. 
Let M be the solid subspace generated by {Px: P ~ ~}. Since the closure, 
Y, of M is solid, Y is a band and x ~ Y. Let {un} be a sequence in M such 
that x - l im~,~ u~. Since x ^ u~ + ~ M for all n and x ^ u~ + ~ x, we 
may assume 0 ~ u~ ~ x for all n. Since # is directed upwards and 
u n~M,  there are P ~  and A ~> 1 such that u n <~AP~x. Thus, 
u~=u,~^x ~(AP~x)^x=AP~x ^ P~x = P~x, 0 <~ x - -  P,~x <~ 
x -- u,~ , and II x - -  Px]l ~ II x - -  u~ll for all P >~ P,~. It follows that 
lim~ Px  = x. 
Now let Z be a downwards directed subset of positive elements of X 
such that in fZ  = O. Let x e Z and assume y ~ x for all y e Z. Take 
e > 0 and let Pv denote the band projection onto (Ex --  y)+±l for y c Z. 
Since 
P,x  = P~(x --  E-ly) + P , (c ly )  >~ (x --  ,-ly)+, 
x >/sup{P~x: y ~ Z} ~ sup{(x -- e-ly)+: y ~ Z} ---- (x -- ¢-1 inf Z) + ---- x. 
Hence, Pvx ~ x so there is a y ~ Z such that [I x - -  Pux II < E. Thus, 
we have y = Pyy  + ( I  - -  Pv)Y  = Pu(ex) - -  Pv( ex - -  Y) + ( I  - -  Pu)x 
Ex - -  (Ex - -  y)+ + x - -  Pyx ~ ex + x - -  Pvx so that ll y l[ ~<ef lx l l+~.  
We conclude that inf{I y II: Y ~ Z} = 0. 
We refer the reader to [l l] for the standard terminology concerning 
measure theory. I f  S is a nonempty set, 27 a o-algebra of subsets of X, 
and a a real-valued signed measure on (S, X), the total variation of a is 
given by flail ~ sup{Xin=lraAi l :A i~X,  A inA  i - -  ;~ for i~ j ,  ~b 
0i=1 A i  = S}. Moreover, total variation defines a norm on the vector 
space of all real-valued signed measures on (S, Z'). When we speak of 
the norm of a measure, it is this norm which we will mean. 
If 1 ~ p < ~,  byL~(t~ ) orL . (S ,  Z,/x) we will mean the Banach lattice 
of all equivalence classes of functions f on S such that I f ]P is integrable 
with respect o the measure/~ on (S, 27). Its norm is given by [Ifl]. = 
[~ I f  I n dlz]l/~. As usual, we will suppress the equivalence class and 
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understand that two functions are equivalent if the set of points where 
they differ has measure 0. 
If A C S, fA denotes the characteristic function of A and a simple 
function is one of the form ~2~1 aifA~, where a i is a real number, A i ~ Z, 
and/z(di)  < oo for i = 1,..., n. We recall the elementary fact that the 
simple functions are dense inLr~(/l ) for all 1 ~ p < co. 
We shall also use from time to time the elementary fact that if ~ is 
an algebra of sets in S and ~ is an additive real-valued function on 6~, 
then Y~i=i aiq~(di) = i=l bj~o(Bj) whenever Y2i=i aifAi = 2j=i bjfBj, 
where A i , Bj are in 6g for i = 1,..., n and j  = 1 .... , m. 
If T is a compact Hausdorff space, the Borel sets of T are the elements 
for the smallest a-algebra containing the open sets of T. A real-valued 
measure /x on the Borel sets of T is said to be regular if /x (A)= 
sup(g(F): F C A, F closed} for each Borel set A C T. One of the most 
famous representation theorems in functional analysis is the Riesz- 
Kakutani theorem concerning linear functionals on the Banach space 
C(T) of all continuous real-valued functions on T(under supremum 
norm). Its proof can be found in [14] or [27]. 
THEOREM 1.6 (Riesz-Kakutani). Let T be a compact Hausdorff space 
and x* a positive linear functional on C(T) (i.e., x*( f )  >~ 0 if f >~ 0). 
Then there is a unique regular Borel measure i~ on T such that x*( f )  = 
.[ f dlz for all f ~ C( T). Moreover, II x* II ~ II [x II. 
Some results in Boolean algebras will also be needed. The reader can 
check [27] for the definition of a Boolean algebra. We shall denote join, 
meet, and complementation in a Boolean algebra by v, ^, --, respec- 
tively. If ~1 and 6g~ are Boolean algebras, a function 9:691 --~ 692 is said 
to be a homomorphism if qo(d v B) = ~(d) v qo(B), ~o(d ^  B) = 
qo(A) A cp(B), and qo(--A) = --9(A) for all A and B in ~1.  It is said to 
be an isomorphism if, in addition, it is one-to-one and onto. If ~ is an 
isomorphism, then for any set ~C6g such that sup~ exists, 
sup(9(d): d ~ ~} exists and is equal to qo(sup ~)  (sup is again used to 
denote least upper bound). A model for Boolean algebras which, in fact, 
characterizes them is the Boolean algebra of all sets in a compact 
Hausdorff space which are simultaneously open and closed. Here join, 
meet, and complementation are the usual set-theoretic union, inter- 
section, and complementation, respectively. 
One can easily see that if T~ and T~ are two totally disconnected 
compact Hausdorff spaces and 6g 1 , 6g~ are the Boolean algebras of open 
and closed sets in T1 and T~, respectively, then (7/i is isomorphic to cTz if 
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and only if T 1 is homeomorphic to T 2 . A sophisticated proof can be given 
as follows. First, observe that a compact Hausdorff space T is totally 
disconnected if and only if the span of the characteristic functions in 
C(T) is dense in C(T). Note further that 6~ is isomorphic to the set of 
characteristic functions in C(Ti) where the operations arefA v fB ,)cA ^  fB, 
and 1 --)cA for each pair of closed and open sets d and B. If one has an 
isomorphism q~ from d~l onto (~z, then there is a unique linear isometryL 
of C(T1) onto C(T2) such thatL(fA) =-~ f~(A) for all d ~ 51 . Thus, T 1 and 
T 2 are homeomorphic by the Banach-Stone theorem [27]. 
The famous Stone characterization of Boolean algebras is given as 
follows (see [27]). 
THEOREM 1.7 (Stone). Let (g be a Boolean algebra. Then there is a 
unique (up to homeomorphism) totally disconnected compact Hausdorff space 
T such that 6~ is isomorphic to the algebra of all open and closed sets in T. 
The space T is sometimes called the Stone space of 5.  
As with vector lattices, a Boolean algebra is said to be or-complete if
every countable collection has a least upper bound. 
A measure on a ~-complete Boolean algebras ~ is a nonnegative real- 
valued function v on 0/such that if {As} is a disjoint sequence in A, then 
v(sup~ A~) = ~ v(.d~). If, in addition, v(d) > 0 when d =~ 0 and 
v(I) -- 1 (I is the unit of ~), then the pair (6~, I) is called a measure 
algebra. 
We can relate this to regular measures as follows. Let (5, v) be a 
measure algebra and T be the Stone space of 6~. Then there is a unique 
positive linear functional x* on C(T) such that x*(fA) = v(_d) for all 
open and closed sets d C T (we view C~ as being this algebra). By the 
Riesz-Kakutani theorem there is a unique regular Borel measure ff on T 
such that ~(A) = v(A) for all d c 5.  ByL~0(v) we will mean L~(T, ~,  ~). 
On the other hand, measure algebras arise from measure spaces as 
follows. I f  (S, Z',/z) is a measure space and/~(S) ~ 1, we let Z' denote 
the set of all equivalence classes of elements of Z, where two sets d 
and B are equivalent if and only if tz[(_//\B) w (B\.d)] = 0. 
It is easy to see that 22 ~ is a ~r-complete Boolean algebra and that 
#(-~)- - /~(d)  defines a strictly positive measure on 2. Moreover, if 
(S a , Z1,/xl), (Sz, Z'2,/~2) are two such measure spaces and there is an 
isomorphism ~ of Z'I onto ~'~ such that/22(~o(_~)) = /21(A ) for all A[ 6 Z' 1 
(in such a case we say the measure algebras are isomorphic), then Lp(/h ) 
is linearly isometric and lattice isomorphic to Lp(/xe) for 1 ~< p < co. 
For, given any simple function Y~i~l aif~, in Li~(th) , let B i E ~ with 
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L n n /~ = 9(A~). Then ('~i=1 a~fa,) = 5~=~ a, f~ is well defined and has a 
unique extension to a linear lattice isometry. 
Thus, to show that L~(/xl) is equivalent to L~(tz2), we need only show 
that their corresponding measure algebras are equivalent. (We are 
assuming here that /Xl, /£2 are finite measures and/1/z111 -= II/~2 II = 1.) 
Finally, an atom in a Boolean algebra ~ is an element A such that if 
B e ~ and 0 <~ B ~ A, then either B = 0 or B = A. If  N contains no 
atoms it is said to be purely non-atomic. We say ~ is purely nonatomic 
if 2 is. Also/x is said to be purely atomic if each element of 2 dominates an 
atom. 
In the discussion of the characterization f measure algebras we will 
need the elements of infinite product measures. The  theorem below 
summarizes the aspects that we need. A good reference is [14]. 
THEOREM 1.8. Let {Ti}i~ 1be a family of compact Hausdorff spaces and 
and ix i a regular Borel measure on T i such that t[ Ixi I[ - 1 for all i ~ I. Then 
there is a unique regular Borel measure ix on T = I-[i~i Ti such that 
(a) if A i C T i is a Borel set and only countably many At's are not Ti , 
then A = 1-I~1 Ai is measurable and 
~(A) ~ ~I ~(Ai) = inf t~  ~i(Ad: F C I is a finite 
(b) I f  t~i(Ai) ~ 1 for uncountably many A i C Ti, then ~(I-[i~ Ai) = O. 
Finally we note that if (S, Z,/~) is sigma finite, then Lp(tz) is linearly 
isometric and lattice isomorphic to L2o(v ) for some finite measure space 
(S, Z, v). For there is a disjoint sequence {S~} in Z such that 
0 <lx (Sn)< oo and S= U~=~S~. Let v be defined by v(A)= 
Y~ ~(A n S,)/2~t*(S,,). Then v is a measure and v(S) = 1. The  mapping 
f - -~f = ~- - l f  "fsJ[2~lx(Sn)] lip is a linear isometry and lattice isomor- 
phism of Lp(v) onto L~o(/x ). We can, thus, restrict ourselves to finite 
measures with ix(S) =- 1 in such a case. 
2. MEASURE ALGEBRAS AND CLASSIFICATION OF gp(pO 
FOR /~ A FINITE MEASURE 
In this section we discuss Maharam's complete characterization of
nonatomic measure algebras and show how it can be used to give a 
complete classification of Lp(/z) for/x a finite measure. 
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Let (~,/x) be a measure algebra. We say that (6~,/z) is separable if 
Ll(/z ) is separable as a Banaeh space. That is, if the metric d(A, B) = 
[{fA--fBl{l is separable. One of the early classifications of measure 
algebras was given by Carathedory. A nice exposition of it can be found 
in [26]. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Caratheodory). Let (6g, lx ) be a separable measure 
algebra. Then there is an isomorphism q)of 6g into the measure algebra of the 
measure space ([0, 1], ~ ,  ~), where 5~ is the Lebesgue measurable sets and ;~ is 
Lebesgue measure and ~(9~(A)) = /z(A) for all A ~ ~. Moreover, 9~ can be 
taken to be onto if and only if 6g # purely nonatomic. 
Thus, suppose (T, Z',/x) is a measure space such that (Z',/2) is a purely 
nonatomie separable measure algebra. Then by the above theorem and 
the remarks in the introduction it follows that L~(/z) is linearly isometric 
and lattice isomorphic to L~o[0, 1] - L~(A). 
Let us discuss briefly what role atoms play in the structure. For an 
index set/~ we let 
This supremum being finite implies that {~,:f@) =/: 0} is countable for 
each f~ l~(/'). We denote this supremum by ~r If(7)1 p. The norm in 
l~(_P) is the pth root of this sum. Clearly l~(/') is in fact Lp(S, Z',/z), where 
S - 1, Z is the set of all subsets of/ ' ,  and/L(A) is the number of elements 
in A if A is finite and oo otherwise. 
We can also use this to represent direct sums of Banach spaces. If  
{X~}~r is a collection of Banach spaces, (@ ~2,~r X~)~ denotes the Banach 
space of all elements {x,},~r such that {I] x, II},~r is in lp(/') and the norm 
is given by lp(F), i.e., ]t{x~}l) - [52~r II x, Ip]W p. 
TrI]~OREM 2.2. Let (S, X,/z) be a finite measure space and _P be the 
collection of atoms in ~. Then L~(tz) is linearly isometric and lattice isomor- 
phic to [lp(/~) @L~(/xl)]~ , where ( $1, ZI , tzl) is a measure space and 21 is 
purely nonatomic. 
Proof. Since /~ is finite, clearly /7 - -  {As} is countable. Let S 1 = 
s \U  ~ A s . Clearly any f ~ Ll0(/z ) is constant (almost everywhere) on each 
A~. Then l~(P) is linearly isometric and lattice isomorphic to 
X = { f~Lp( t~) : f fS  ~= 0}. Moreover, for example, X is a band in 
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Lp(tz) and X ± = {feL~(tz) : f l  [.)~ A~ = 0}. Clearly X ± is linearly 
isometric to Lp(S1,21,  ix1), where 2J 1 = {A n $1: A ~ Z} and/q =/~ } 271 . 
We denote l~({1, 2 ..... n}) by l~(n) and lp({1, 2,...}) by l~. Thus, it 
follows that we have the complete characterization of Lp(/~) when tz is 
a finite measure and L~(tz) is separable. 
THEOREM 2.3. Under the above conditions, L,(~) is linearly isometric 
and lattice isomorphic to one and only one of 
(1) l~(n), 
(2) (1,(n) ®L,,[o, 1]),,, 
(3) (l~ ® L.,[O, 1])., 
(4) l~, 
(5) L.[O, l] 
depending on whether (1)L~o(/z ) is finite dimensional; or (2) /z is neither 
purely atomic nor purely nonatomic and the set of atoms is finite; or (3) same 
as (2) and the collection of atoms is infinite; or (4) t~ is purely atomic; or (5)/~ 
is purely nonatomic. 
A word of caution here, it is well known that L~[0, 1] is linearly 
isometric to l 2 . However, they are not lattice isomorphic. 
The following theorem on products is sometimes useful in deter- 
mining whether or not two spaces are isomorphic. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let (Ti ,  X~,/zi) (i = 1, 2) be two measure spaces with 
 1(Yl) = == 1. Then for p < is linearly isometric 
and lattice isomorphic to a subspace X of L,(~I × f~) and there is a 
contractive projection of rv(tz 1 × tz2) onto X. 
Proof. For eachf~L~(/~l) le t f  be defined by f (q ,  tz) = f(t ,) .  Then 
one easily checks that [[fl[~ = ]qfi[v and that for g~L,(t~l × tz2), 
(Pg)(ta , t~) = f g(tl , ) dt~2 
is a contractive projection onto X = { f  :f~L,(tzl)}. 
Another theorem which is useful is an isomorphism theorem. Here 
by isomorphism we mean just a linear isomorphism (bicontinuous). Let 
X ~-~ Y mean X is isomorphic to Y. The reader can see [23] for a proof 
of this *:heorem. 
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THEOREM 2.5. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and suppose that for 
some 1 ~p < oo, X~-~(X@. . .@X@. . . )2  o. I f  X~Y@Z and 
Y ~-~ X @ W for some Banach spaces Z and W, then X ~-~ Y. 
The following theorem has been known for a long time. See [,12] for 
a proof and discussion of it. 
THEOREM 2.6. For each 1 ~< p < oo, L~[0, 1] contains a. subspace 
isomorphic to l~. 
We note that lp is not isomorphically embeddable in lq for 1 ~< p, 
q < oe andp # q. This follows directly from the fact that i fp > q, then 
every bounded linear operator from l v to lq is compact (this is due to 
Pitt, see [25] for a proof of it) and the fact, due to Banach [5], that every 
infinite dimensional subspace of l~o contains a subspace isomorphic to l~o . 
Using the above we can give a complete isomorphic classification of 
separable L~(/~). 
THEOREM 2.7. Let tz be a finite measure such that Lp(t~) is separable. 
Then L~(tz) is isomorphic to one and only one of the following spaces. 
(a) l~(n) if and only if Lp(~) is finite dimensional. 
(b) I2o if and only if ix is purely atomic andLv(ix ) is infinite dimensional. 
(c) L~[0, 1] if and only if ~ is not purely atomic. 
Proof. (a) is clear. (b) follows directly from Theorem 2.2. To show (c) 
we must only show that (l v @Lv[0 , 1]) v and (lv(n) @Lv[0 , 1]) v are both 
isomorphic to L~[0, 1]. Note that (Lv[0, 1] @ "- @ Lv[O, 1] @ "-')~) is 
isomorphic to L~[0, 1]. ClearlyL~[0, 1] is isomorphic to a complemented 
subspace of (1 v @L~[0, 1]) v and (lp(n)@Lv[0 , 1])v. Thus, we need 
only see that lv(n ) and l~ are isomorphic to complemented subspaces of 
L~[0, 1]. The first case is easy. However, a general proof can be given for 
both cases. Simply note that if (T i ,  Zi,/xi) are regular measure spaces 
and/~ is nonatomie, then so is/x I × /x 2 . Thus, if they are both separable, 
L~(/z a × /x2) is linearly isometric toLv[0, 1] and contains asubspace which 
is complemented and isomorphic to L~(/xl). Since Iv(n) or l~ can be so 
represented, we are done. 
One can also show directly that 1 v and Iv(n) are isomorphic to com- 
plemented subspaces of L~o[0 , 1]. Clearly L~o[0, 1] is isometrically 
isomorphic to (@ Y,~o Lv[0 , 1])~. 
The rest of this section is devoted to a discussion of how to generalize 
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the foregoing results. Basically this is accomplished by using [0, 1] m 
(m-products of [0, 1]) and m-product Lebesgue measure. 
Let ~ be an infinite ordinal and P~ denote the measure algebra generated 
by product Lebesgue measure on I s = l-b<~ I8, where Is =- [0, 1]. 
Similarly, let Q~ denote the measure algebra on D ~ = 1-is<~ DB, where 
D~ = {0, 1} and the measure is given by ff~{0} = tLB{1} = 1/2. Clearly by 
Caratheodory's theorem P~ and Q~ are isomorphic for ~ a countable 
ordinal since I-I~<~ I~ and rI~<~ De are metrizable compact Hausdorff 
spaces. It is easy to see that they are always isomorphic. For, let J be an 
index set with card J ~ card ~ and let J = U~<,~ with f~ ~ jr.. = ~ for 
/~ ~ y and card J~ ~ ~0 • Then there is an isomorphism of the measure 
algebra on [0, 1] onto the measure algebra on ]-]~j~ D~ . Thus, P~ and Q~ 
are isomorphic. 
The theorem that is to be proved is stated and discussed below. Its 
proof is 10ng and tedious (see [27] for complete details). 
Let C{ be a Boolean algebra and A ~ C{. The principle ideal generated 
by A is given by C1A = {A ^ B: B ~}.  A subset of g{ is called a 
generating set if the smallest ~ subalgebra of gg containing it is CZ' itself. 
Let ~ denote the smallest cardinal possible for a generating set for 6g. 
The algebra ~ is said to be homogeneous if ~ = ~ for each A ~ C{. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let ~ be an infinite ordinal. Then P~ is homogeneous 
and P~ = card ~. 
The main classification theorem for homogeneous nonatomic measure 
algebras is due to Maharam. It is stated here and discussed briefly. 
THeOReM 2.9. Let (C t, if) be a homogeneous purely nonatomic measure 
algebra and m ~- ~. Then (~, ~) is isomorphic to P~ where ~ is the initial 
ordinal of cardinal m. 
The general classification is then accomplished by the following 
decomposition theorem for purely nonatomie measure algebras. It is also 
due to Maharam. 
THEOREM 2.10. Let (6~, if) be a purely nonatomic measure algebra. 
Then there is a unique, countable decomposition {I /  j = 1, 2,...} of ~ and a 
sequence (mj) of cardinal numbers uch that 
(i) Z~ ^  & = O ( j  C k), 
(ii) I = sup{ I / j  -~ 1, 2,...}, 
(iii) (~1,, ff ! I~) is mfhomogeneous. 
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THEOREM 2.1 1. Let (S, ~, t z) be a finite measure space. Then 
( l ) I f  tz is purely nonatomic, there is a unique countable set {mj}j~s of 
cardinal numbers uch that L~(t*) is linearly isometric and lattice isomorphic 
to [(~)Zje]L~o[O, ]]m,]p . 
(2) I f  tz is purely atomic, then Lp(tz ) is linearly isometric and lattice 
isomorphic to 13~ . 
(3) I f  tz is neither (I) nor (2), then L~(~) is linearly isometric and 
lattice isomorphic to [I~(H) Q 5~sL~[O, 1]mqpfor some countable sets jr, 17. 
We note that for any cardinal m, (@ Z~oLv[O, 1]'~)l~ is linearly isometric 
and lattice isomorphic to L~o[0 , 1] m. For, let S -- 1,) Sn where each S~ 
is homeomorphic to [0,1] ~ and S~nS r = ~ for n #r .  Let /~ be 
defined by /~!S,~ = (1/2 ~) (Lebesgue measure). Then (S, 2',t~ ) is 
m-homogeneous. ClearlyLp(/z) = (@ Z~ Lp[0, 1]m)o • But, by Maharam's 
theorem, it is also L~o[0, 1] "~. The isomorphic classification of L~(t z) is 
completed as follows. 
A cardinal m ~ n 0 is said to be of type I if m = ~,~=1 m~ implies 
m = m,~ for some n. Otherwise it is of type IL 
THEOREM 2.12. Letm ~ n o . ThendimLo[O, 1] m = m for 1 <~p < 
and if {me: /3 < ~} is the set of cardinals of the homogeneous parts of a 
purely nonatomic measure t z, then, m = dim Lv(tz ) = sup{roB:/3 < a}. 
Moreover, 
(l) if m is of type I, then L~(t~ ) is isomorphic to Lp[O, 11% and 
(2) if m is type II, then Lv(lz) is isomorphic to L~[0, 1] '~ or 
(® L [0, 
The proof of (1) is a consequence of Theorems 2.5 and 2.11. In case 
(2) L~//s) is isomorphic to L~[0, 1] "~ if ~ is finite and (@)Z~<~ L~[0, 1]m~)v 
if ~ is infinite. 
In order to complete the isomorphic characterization stated in 
Theorem 2.12 it is necessary to show that the two spaces listed in 
part (2) of the theorem are not isomorphic. This result was stated by 
Lindenstrauss in [18]. The proof of this given below is due to him and 
has not been published. It was communicated to the authors by private 
correspondence. It is necessary to know the following theorem which is 
interesting in its own right. The proof is only indicated. 
THEOREM 2.13. Let m ~ n o . Then Lg[0, 1] '~ contains a subspace 
isomorphic to a Hilbert space of dimension m for 1 ~ p < ~.  
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The proof is outlined. By Maharam's classification theorem Lp[0, 1] m 
is the same as L~{--1, 1} m, where {--1, 1} m denotes the topological 
group formed by m products of {-- 1, 1} with normalized Haar measure 
(i.e., the product measure generated by the measure which assigns 1/2 
to both {--1} and {1}). Let H denote the set of coordinate projection 
maps on {-- 1, 1} r~ and H be the closed linear span in Lp{-- 1, 1} "~ of [/. 
Then H is isomorphic to 12(m), The verification of this is left to the reader. 
For example, one can adapt the proof in [12] for the separable ase. 
A proof for the case p = 1 is also given in [25]. 
To complete the proof of the different isomorphic types of the spaces 
in (2) above we shall also need that for 1 ~ p < oo and p ~ 2, ll~ is not 
isomorphic to l~. A proof of this can be found in [25]. 
o0 
Now let P~ be the natural projection of X = (@ ~i=lLp[0, 1]~)p 
L onto (@ 2l=1 ~[0, 1]m*)~ and let Y be a subspace of X with dim Y ~ m. 
Choose x 1 arbitrary in Y with II xl {I = 1. Choose n 1 so that 
IL x l  - -  P~xl ]1 < 1/2. 
Suppose n 1 ,..., n k and x 1 .... , x k have been chosen to be linearly inde- 
pendent with x i ~ Y, LI xi [l -~ 1, andll xi o P,~ x ll ~ 1/2i for i  ~- 1 .... , k. 
Since dim P~,Y  ~ ~ik=l m~ < m, P~ [ Y is not an isomorphism and we 
take xk+ 1 ~ Y with I] xk+l H =- 1 and xk+ 1 linearly independent from 
x 1 .... , xto and II P~X#+l [( ~ 1/27°:~- Choose nk+ 1 such that 
II P,~,~+~x~+I -- x7~+1 II <~ 1/2~+L 
The sequence {x~} is equivalent to the unit basis in l~. Since p @- 2, 
Y cannot be isomorphic to a Hilbert space. 
3. ABSTRACT Lp SPACES 
In this section the definition of an abstract L~ space (i ~ p < ~)  is 
presented and discussed. The main theorem one wants out of such a 
definition is that each abstract L~ space is equivalent to L~,(/z) for some 
measure/z (and, conversely, each La(/z) space is an abstract Lx, space). 
We shall need later the case p = ~ also. This case, however, does not 
lead to an abstract L~ space but rather to the more general notion of an 
abstract M space (in the sense of Kakutani). 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let X be a Banach lattice. If 1 ~ p < ~,  we say 
the norm is p-additive on X if for each pair x, y of elements in X with 
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x^y- -  O, t l x -by l l  p = l tx l l  ~+l jy l l  v. For p - 0% the condition 
becomes II x + y j[ ---- max(j I x II, Jl Y ll)" 
These conditions call for some discussion. In [16] Kakutani ntroduced 
the notion of an abstract M space as a Banach lattice X with the condition 
that x, y ~ 0 implies II x v y li - max(II x I1, li y II). He further showed 
that the class of abstract M spaces coincides with the class of sublattices 
of C(T) for all compact Hausdorff spaces T. In [8] Kakutani and 
Bohnenblust showed that ~-addit ivity is enough to imply the space is an 
abstract M space by using a double dual argument (we present a similar 
argument for 1 ~p ~ oo). Later Bernau showed directly that 
oo-additivity implies that the space is an abstract M space (see [4]). 
Before discussing the situation further, we make the following 
definition. 
DEFINITION 3.2. An abstractL~ space is a Banach lattice in which the 
norm is p-additive (1 ~< p < Go). 
In [6] Bohnenblust showed that a separable a-complete abstract L~ 
space is equivalent to Lr(/z ) for some measure/z (see also Nakano [22]). 
Bohnenblust's proof is not immediately generalizable. Other authors 
later looked to additional conditions on the norm or the space to obtain 
the general result. Gordon [31] assumed p-additivity and the condition 
x, y >~ 0 implies II x + y tl p >~ {I x IIp + ]l y l{ ~- Bretagnolle, Dacunha- 
Castelle, and Krivine [10] assumed the following condition: x, y >/0  
imp l ies [ Ix+y[ l  v >/[Ix[I p+[ Iy [ I  v >~[{xvyl[P- 
In [21] Marti assumed p-additivity on the norm and that the space X 
was weakly complete (i.e., every weak Cauchy sequence in X converges). 
There were some references to the fact that p-additivity is enough (e.g., 
[1], [18], and [19]), but no details were given. We shall give here a proof 
due to Ando (private communication) that p-additivity suffices. The 
reader can also see [3] where Bernau shows directly that p-additivity 
implies that if x, y >~ 0 then, {[ x + y {[P >~ [[ x [Ip -k [I Y I[ ~ (and, hence, 
Gordon's proof works for p-additivity only). 
We shall show that an abstract L~ space is equivalent to a space L~(/x). 
Our proof first assumes order-completeness and then indicates how this 
assumption is unnecessary. The reader can quickly check that Bernau's 
inequality (ll x + y IIp >~ tl x lip + l{ y l{ p for x, y >~ 0) implies that the 
norm is order continuous. 
THEOREM 3.1 (Bohnenblust, Kakutani, Nakano). Let Xbe an abstract 
Lp space, then X is equivalent to Lp(tz) for some measure tz. 
6o7]12/4-z 
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Proof. Suppose first that X is order complete and there is a u > 0 
in X such that [1 ult = i and if x ^ u = 0, then x = 0 (i.e., u is a weak 
order unit). The idea is to create a Boolean algebra which acts like the 
Boolean algebra of characteristic functions in an Lp(/,) space. This is 
accomplished as follows. Let 6g={x~X:x^(u- -x )~-0} .  It is 
easily verified that ~ is a Boolean algebra under the lattice supremum 
and infimum of X and complementation given by u --  x. In fact, since X 
is order complete, so is 6g. For, let {xt} be a collection of elements in 6g. 
Then  x = sup~ xt exists in X. It clearly suffices to show that x is in 6L 
Now x ^ (u -- x ) - -  2x ^  u --  x = sup,{2x, ^ u} --  x = supt{xt} -- x = 
x -  x = 0. Moreover, by assumption the function [1 IIp is additive 
on (7/ and It u [{P = 1. Hence, there is a (unique) totally disconnected 
Hausdorff space T and a regular Borel measure /, on T such that 
/~(~o(x)) = H x jl p, where ~o is an isomorphism from 6~ onto the Boolean 
algebra of closed and open sets in T. This gives us a unique linear 
n ~i=1 a~qJ-l(Ai) isometry L: L~(/x) --, X which is given by L(~i= 1 a J .~)  = 
for all continuous imple functions on T. Theorem 1.3 shows that the 
range of L contains all x ~ X such that [ x [ ~ nu for some integer n. If  
yeXandy  ~>0, y=supyanu.  I fm >n,  wehave,  
I] Y ^ mu --  y ,', nu []" -~ }1L-I(Y ^  mu) --  L - l (y  ^ nu)tl 7' 
<~ 1I Lq(Y  ^ mu)ll ~ - -  II L-~(Y ^  nu)[! 2' ~ 0 (m, n) --,- oo). 
We conclude that 1[ Y - -  Y ^ nu I[ ---* 0 (n ~ oo) and hence L is onto. 
Since L is clearly a lattice isomorphism, we are done. 
The  general case is handled by decomposition and Zorn's lemma. 
There is a maximal family {ui}i~ t of positive norm one elements in X 
such that u~ ^  uj = 0 for i ~ j .  Let X i = {u~} ±±. Then u i is a weak 
order unit in Xi  and each Xi  is an order complete abstract Lp space. 
Thus, there is a linear isometry and lattice isomorphism L i of L~(t*~) 
onto Xi for some measure/ ,~.  One can easily verify that X is linearly 
isometric and lattice isomorphic to (@ ~i~z Xi )~ which, in turn, is 
equivalent to (@ ~i~l L~(t*~))~ • 
To  see how we can dispense with order completeness we will need the 
fact that-if X is a Banach lattice, then X* is an order complete Banach 
lattice and the natural map o f  X into X**  is a linear isometric lattice 
isomorphism (e.g., see [27]). For 1 < p < oo we shall show that if X 
is an abstract L~ space, then X* is an abstract L e space ( l ip  q- 1/q = 1). 
Thus,  X**  is an order complete abstract L~, space and by the above 
theorem X -- X**  = Lg(t*) for some measure/ , .  For p = 1, we show 
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that X* is an abstract M space which, in turn, implies X** is an abstract 
L 1 space in the sense of Kakutani (i.e., x, y ~> 0 implies }1 x + y ]} ----- 
I1 x 11 + II Y t]). Since X is equivalent to a sublattice of X**, it is also an 
abstract L a space in the sense of Kakutani and we are done (the reader can 
see [27] for a proof that the dual of an M-space is an Ll-space ).
THEOREM 3.2 (Ando). Let X be a Banach lattice in which the norm is 
p-additive. I f  1 < p < 0% then the norm in X*  is q-additive where 
lip + 1/q --- 1. l f  p = 1, then the norm in X*  is ~-additive. 
Proof. Suppose 1 < p < ~.  Let x*, y* be in X* with x* A y* ---- 0 
and let e > 0 be given. There is an x ) 0 in Xsuch  that [I x]] = 1 and 
]1 x* + y* II • (x* + y*)(x) + e. Since 
0 = (x* A y*)(x) = inf{x*(y) + y*(x -- y): 0 ~< y • x}, 
there is a 0 ~< y ~< x with x*(y) + y*(x -- y) < e. Thus, 
(x* + y*)(x) • x*(x - -y )  + y*(y) -]-, 
< x*((x -- y) -- (x -- y) A y) + y*(y -- (X -- y) A y) + 2~ 
~< ][ x* [I [[(x --y) -- (x --y)  ^  y Jl + [I Y* [E [I Y -- (x --y)  ^  y {] + 2, 
~< (H x* II ~ + It Y* ]lq) xm 
× [}l(x -- y) -- x -- y) A y l] ~+] ly - (x -y )  Ayllr] 1/~+2¢. 
On the other hand, [(x - -  y)  - -  (x - -  y)  A y] ^ [y - - (x - -y )  Ay] - -  0. 
Hence, by assumption, 
i ] (x- -y) - -  (x - -y )^y l l  ~-} - t ]y - (x -y )  Ay l f  
= !l(x - -y)  -- (x - -y )  Ay +y- -  (x - -y )  Ay] f  <~ l{xtl ~ = 1. 
Thus, II x* + y* tlq ~< tl x* II~ + II y II ~. 
Converse/y, let 0 ~< x, y ~ X be such that II x II = fi y II = 1 and 
I1 x* ]]q + II Y* 13 <~ x*(x)~ + y*(y)q + ,. Put z -- x*(x)~-lx and 
w -- y*(y)q-Xy. Then 1] w* II q + I] Y* ]12 ~< x*(z) + y*(w) - / , .  Since 
X*Ay*----- 0 as above, there are 0 ~z  o ~z  and 0 ~w o ~w such 
that x*(x - -  zo) + y*(Zo) <,  and x*(w - -  wo) + y*(Wo) < ,. Therefore, 
~*(%) ÷ y*(w) < ~*(~o - ~o A ~) + y*(~o - % A ~o) + ~*(~ - ~o) +y*(%)  
+ x*(Wo) + y*tw -- wo) 
<~ (x* + y*)(z o -- z o A w o + w o -- w o A zo) + 2,. 
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Since (% -- z o ^ wo) ^  (w o - w o^%)  ~- O, we have 
I{(zo - Zo ^ Wo) + (Wo - Wo ^ Zo){[ ~ 
= II zo  - Zo ^ Wo II ~° + 11 Wo - Wo ^ Zo II ~ ~< II z tt ~ + II w II ~° 
= x*(x)l~-:)~ + y,(y)(q-1)~ <~ !l x* 11 ~ + }1 Y* 11 ~. 
Thus, we have 
II x* ]]q + ]]y* Jlq ~< x*(z) +y*(w)  + E <~ I] x* +y*  I1(I] x* l] ~ + IIY* I]°) :/~ + 3E. 
By letting E --+ 0, we are done.. 
The first part of the case p = 1 can be done as the first part of the 
above proof by using max in place of q-additivity. The reverse inequality 
in this case is immediate. 
Sometimes it is convenient to be able to say that certain Banach 
lattices are either abstract M or L D spaces without p being explicitly 
present in the hypothesis. An elegant method of doing this was given by 
Bohnenblust in [6]. We present i here in our terminology. The following 
technical theorem can be found in the above cited paper. 
THEO~M 3.3. Let f :  [0, 0o) × [0, ~) - -+ [0, ~)  be a continuous 
function. Then there is a p with 0 < p ~ ov such that f (~ ,7)= 
(~P + "qP):/V(max(~:, 7,7) in case p = ~)  if  and only if the following 
conditions hold: 
(1) f (~ ,  ~n) = , f (~, n) for alt ,, ~, n >~ 0; 
(2) f(G'q) <~f( ( ,~ ' )whenO <~ ~ <~ ~" andO <~ ~ <~ ~'; 
(3) f ( ( ,  n) =f( 'q ,  ~¢); 
(4) f (0 ,1 )~-  1; 
(5) f(~,f(~], T)) -~ f ( f (~ ,  ~), T)for all ~, ,1, ~. >~ O. 
Moreover, f ( G 1 --  ~) ~ 1 when O <~ ~ <~ 1 if and only if p >~ 1. 
We can now state the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.4 (Bohnenblust). Let X be a Banach lattice of dimension 
at least 3. Then the following are equivalent. 
(1) For each x = x l + x~, y = y: q- ya with j x: ] ^ I x2 J -~ 0 = 
} Yl  [ ^ }Y2 ] in X ,  i f  }1 x: tl = [! Yl l} and 1] x~ ]1 = [J Y2 ]1, then 1[ x IJ = II y [I. 
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(2) There is a function g: [0, oo) × [0, oo) --+ [0, oo) such that for 
each x, y in X with I x l ^ { y { = O, g(N x [I, Il y [l) = {[ x + y {[. 
(3) The norm is p-additivb for some 1 ~ p ~ oo. 
Proof. Clearly (3) implies (2) and (2) implies (1). Thus, we need only 
show that (1) implies (3). 
For any two positive elements x and y of norm one with x A y = 0, 
let f (~, 0) - 5} ~x + mY [[. Condition (1) shows that f is independent of 
the choice of x and y. One can easily see that f satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem 3.3. Thus, for some 0 < p ~ o% f(~, ~) ----- (~v + ~v)l/v. 
Since the norm is convex, 1 ~ p. 
4. POSITIVE CONTRACTIVE PROJECTIONS iN ABSTRACT M AND L. SPACES 
The purpose of this section is to give joint characterizations of abstract 
M spaces and L~ spaces. These results are taken mainly from Ando's 
paper [1]. We expand some of the material and present different proofs 
of some of it. 
Recall that for an index set f', c0(f ) denotes the Banach space of all 
functions f on F such that for each e > 0, {y E/ ' :  If()')[ >~ e} is finite. 
The space Co(F ) is a Banach space under the supremum norm. We 
denote Co(/" ) by c o when/"  is a countably infinite set. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A positive element x in a vector lattice X is said 
to be an atom if for each y eX  with 0 ~ y ~ x ,y  ---- ax for some 
a>/0 .  
The reader can easily check that if X is order complete, then x > 0 
if X is an atom if and only if whenever 0 -~ y ~< x and y ^ (x -- y) ----- 0 
(i.e., y is a component of x), then y -- x or y = 0. 
The following theorem is essentially due to Bohnenblust [6]. He 
proved it for the separable ease (his argument is not immediately 
generalizable). 
THEOREM 4.1 (Bohnenblust). Let X be an abstract M space. Then X 
is linearly isometric and order isomorphic to co(F ) for some index set 1" if 
and only if the norm is order continuous in X.  
Proof. It is first shown that for each x > 0, there is an atom y with 
0 < y 4 x. Suppose x > 0 with ]1 x ]1 ---- 1 is not an atom. Then there is 
a component y of x which is different from x and 0. Since y A (x -- y) = 0 
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and X is an M space, It Y tl = 1 or H x -- y II = 1. Let Y ~- {y: 0 ~< y <~ x, 
y ~a 0, x, and ]1Y 1] ----- 1). If {y~} is a maximal chain in Y directed down- 
wards by the order of X, then y ----- infa ya exists and since the norm is 
order continuous, [[y }] ~- 1. Suppose y is not an atom. Then there is a 
z ¢0 ,  yw i thz^(y - -z )  ~-0and0 ~z  ~<ywith l ]z ] l  =I]Yl l  ~- 1. 
Thus, {Ya, z} is a chain larger than the maximal chain {ya}. Hence, y is 
an atom and every positive normalized x dominates an atom. 
Let / "  denote the set of all positive normalized atoms in X. Clearly if x 
and y are distinct elements of l", then x ^ y -~ 0. Furthermore, F ±± = X 
since, in fact, P ± ---- {0}. Moreover, F ix is the norm closure of the span 
o f / ' .  The operator A defined by -/If = Y~r f (x )x  for all f ~ Co(F ) with 
f (F  I finite is clearly a linear isometry. Since the set of all funct ionsf  with 
finite range is norm dense in Co(N ) and the range of A is the span of P, 
A can be extended to a lattice preserving linear isometry of co(F ) onto X. 
The fact that the norm is order continuous in co(l" ) is left as an 
exercise. The rest is obvious. 
DEFINITION 4.2. I fX  and Y are Banach spaces wi thXC Y, a contractive 
linear operator L: X* -+ Y* is said to be a simultaneous linear extension if
(Lx*)(x) = x*(x) for all x* e X* and x ~ X. Clearly such an operator is 
a linear isometry. 
The proof of the following theorem can be found in [1]. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let Y be an M space and X a closed linear sublattice 
of Y. Then there is a positive simultaneous linear extension of X* into Y*. 
We shall now state the joint characterizations of abstract M and Lz, 
spaces which are the central part of this section. Their proofs are carried 
out in the theorems and lemmas that occupy the rest of the section. 
THEOREM 4.3 (Ando). Let X be a Banach lattice of dimension at 
least 3. Then 
(1) The norm is order continuous andp-additivefor some 1 ~ p ~ 
if and only if  each closed sublattice in X is the range of a positive contractive 
projection in X. 
(2) The norm is p-additive in X for some 1 ~ p ~ ~ if and only if 
each closed sublattice of X admits a positive simultaneous linear extension. 
Thus, (1) is a joint characterization f Co(F ) and L~(/z) and (2) is a 
joint characterization f closed sublattices of C(T) and L~(/0. 
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To get an idea of the motivation behind the proof of this theorem the 
reader is referred to the classical characterization of Hilbert space. 
A Banach space X of at least three dimensions is linearly isometric to 
L2(t~) for some measure tL if and only if each clbsed subspace of X is the 
range of a contractive projection (see [7] and [17]). Since Hilbert space is 
characterized by the parallelogram law, this is basically a three dimen- 
sional argument. It should be noted that the corresponding famous 
isomorphic question has recently been settled. Namely, X is isomorphic 
to a Hilbert space if and only if every closed subspace of X is comple- 
mented [32]. 
One of the key steps in proving the above theorem is now given. This 
theorem is due to Ando [l] but his proof is incorrect; in particular it 
requires that t[ x + y [[ > max{I [x 1[, [] Y II} whenever x and y are positive 
disjoint elements (which is not the case in an M space). We do use the 
main idea in his argument o correct the proof. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let X be a Banach lattice with dimension X >~ 3. I f  
every two dimensional sublattice of X is the range of a positive contractive 
projection on X,  then the norm is p additive on X for some 1 <~ p <~ oo. 
It is first established that the norm is p additive in three dimensional 
sublattiees of X by showing the norm of the sum of two disjoint elements 
is a function of their norms (see the Bohnenblust theorem in Section 3). 
The following observation is useful in the proof. 
Let x, y be two positive nonzero elements in X with II x I[ < 1. Then 
there is a unique ~ > 0 such that I] x + ~y II = 1. For, let f (~) = 
If x + ~:y [I for all ~ >~ 0. Then f(0) < l and l im~of (~)  • oo so that 
there is a ~ withf(~) = 1. Now suppose 0 < ~ < ~ andf(~?) =f (~)  = 1. 
Let x*~X*  with ]Ix*I[ = 1 and x*(x+~?y) -- IIx+~qYll. Then 
II x + ny II > x*( .  + ~y) = x*(x + ~y) + x*((~ - ,~)y) 
= II x + ~y tt + x*(~ - ~)y 
and, thus, x*(y) < O. But II x 11 >/x*(x) >/x*(x + ~lY) - I{ x 4- ~y 1[ -- 1, 
which is a contradiction since I[ x It < 1. Thus, ~ is unique. 
If x,y,  z are positive nonzero elements in X with l] xtl < 1 and 
R=sup{~ >~0:]}x-k~yl t  ~< I}, then for 0 ~< ~ <R there is a 
unique g(~:) > 0 such that [1 x + ~y + g(~)z ll = 1. Moreover, g is 
concave, decreasing, and continuous. 
Proof of the theorem. Let x l ,  x2, x 3 satisfy x i ^ x~ - 0 if i 5a j and 
llx¢ll = 1. Then for 0 ~<~ < 1 and 0 ~<0 ~<~r/2 there is a unique 
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nonnegative r = r(~, 0) such that II ~xl 4- r(~, 0)(cos Ox, + sin Ox3)ll -~ 1. 
Let K -~ span(x1, xz, xa} and H = span{x1, cos Ox 2 4- sin Oxa}. Then 
K and H are closed sublattices of X. Let P be a positive contractive 
projection of X onto H. Since dim K = 3 and dim H = 2 there is a 
nonzero z ~ K such that Pz  -~ O. Since Pxl =- xt ~ O, it follows that z 
is in the span of x2 and xa. Since P is positive we can obtain z in the 
form cos 50x 2 4- sin 50x~ with ~r/2 ~ 50 ~ 7r and 50 = 50(0). 
Consider the curve Ke defined in the plane using polar coordinates by 
r = r(¢, 0) with 0 ~< 0 ~ 7r/2. The region in the first quadrant bounded 
by K e and the two axes is clearly convex. Observe that 
li ~xl 4- r(~, 0)(cos Ox~ + sin Ox~) -k- c~z il
H P(~xl + r(~, 0)(cos Ox2 + sin Ox~) + ~z)ll 
11 ~xl + r(~, 0)(cos Ox2 + sin Ox~)ll. 
Hence, for each 0 ~< ~ < 1, the line through the point (r(~, 0), O) with 
inclination 50 to the horizontal axis is a line of support for K e . It follows 
that if any one of the curves K e has a tangent at the point O, then they 
all do and all the tangents are parallel. (There is a tangent if and only if 
there is a unique line of support.) 
If we fix ~, convexity shows that K e has a tangent except perhaps on a 
countable set of points. This can also be seen by observing that 0 -+ 9(0) 
determines an increasing function of 0 for any choice of support line at 
0 (by convexity). Hence, 50(0) is uniquely determined except perhaps for 
countably many 0. Since the gradient of a curve r = r(O) is given by 
(r' sin 0 4- r cos O)/(r' cos 0 -- r sin 0), we conclude that (l/r)(~r/~O) 
exists for all but countably many 0 and is independent of f. It follows 
that g(~, O) = r(~, O)/r(O, O) satisfies ~g/~O = 0 on [0, 7r/2] except 
perhaps at a countable set of points. From the mean value theorem (see 
[33, 8.5.3] for the version needed) we conclude that g(~, 0) is independent 
of 0. Now observe that g(~, 0) = ]} r(~, 0)(cos Ox~ 4- sin Oxa)I1. Hence, 
there exists a nonincreasing real-valued function F on [0, 1) such that if 
0 ~ ~ < I, [[ ~:X 1 @ ~$2 @ ~g3 [I = 1 if and only if [I ~x2 4- ~xa I[ = F(~). 
Consider 0 ~ ~ < 1. We have 
1 _ F [ 
II eXl + x~ (I ~ll exl + x~ I{] 
II ~xt + x2 I} = Ii ~Xa + x~ [I }l ~x~ + x~ II x~ + II ~x~ + x~ I1 xa = II ~xl + xa II. 
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By continuity, I1xl + x2 II = 1] xl + x8 II. Arguing similiarly with x~ and 
then xa in place of x l ,  we have I[ xl 4- ~/x2 {I ~ II ~/x2 + x3 [I for 0 ~< ~1 ~< 1 
and l lx14-  ~xal] = J l xz+ [xa l l fo r0  ~< ~ ~< 1. 
Now define G(~, fi) = II aXl + ]3xz I1. We conclude that II ~xxi 4- fixy }1 --  
~(~, 5) for x, ~ xj, ~, t3 > 0. 
Suppose a, fi, y ~> 0. We claim that 
[I o=, + 5x= + rx~ II = ¢(~, G(f~, r)) = a(5, a(r ,  ~)) = G(r, ~(~, 5))- 
For, choose k > 1 such that l[ axl  4- ,t(flx~ 4- yxa)ll > a and let k 0 be the 
infimum of all such )t's. We have 
o~ 
II ~x~ + a(Sx~ + rx~)l! II ~x~ + 4- rxa)ll 
and, hence, I]c~x~ + ~(fix~ 4- yXa)ll = II o~x, 4- )Gift ,  y)x2 ]l = G(o~, )G(f l ,  y)). 
By continuity we conclude that II °~xl 4- ;to(fix~ 4- yXa)ll = G(oz, AoG(fi , r))- 
If  )0 - :  l, we have II c~x, 4- fix 2 q- yx  all = G(o~, G(fi, r)).  I f  a 0 > 1, we 
have o~ --  II o~x, 4- )to(fix 2 4- rxa)ll - -  G(o~, )oG(/?, y)) /> G(~, G(fi, y)) > 
G(~, 0) == ~. Thus, {[ o~x, 4- fix2 + rxa [I -- G(~, G(fl, r ) )  as claimed. The 
other two equalities follow similiarly. It follows that if x, y ~ K and 
x ^ y ~ 0, then [I x 4- y [1 is a function of [[ x I{ and [I Y H. By Theorem 3.4 
the norm is p-additive on K for some 1 ~< p ~< oo. 
I f  X is finite dimensional we can choose a basis {x 1 ,..., xn} for X 
consisting of mutually disjoint positive elements. By our arguments 
above we have that the norm is Pl additive on the span of {x i , xi+ 1 , xi+~} 
for some 1 ~<p4 ~< oo. Since these three dimensional sublattices 
intersect consecutively in two dimensional sublattices, we conclude that 
all the pi's are equal say to p and the norm is p additive on X. 
Suppose that X is infinite dimensional. Then there is an infinite 
pairwise disjoint sequence {x,~} in X consisting of nonzero positive 
elements. As in the finite dimensional case we see that there is a single 
p such that 1 ~< p ~ oo and the norm is p-additive on the span of any 
three of the elements x~ and, hence, on the span of any set of four 
mutually disjoint positive elements a, b, c, d such that a e x~ -± and 
b e x} ~- with i =/~ j. 
Now suppose u ^ v = 0. Because X is Archimedean we can replace 
each x~ by a (large) scalar multiple of itself and assume that x,~ ~ u + v 
for any n. Put w~, = x2,,_ 1 4- x2~ and observe that the sequence {w~} is 
also pairwise disjoint so by Theorem 0.4, j] y 11 = limr~-,~ tly - y ^ w~ ]1 
for anyy  ~> 0. For each n, the four elements u --  u ^ w~, v -- v a w~, 
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x~_l  -- (u - /v )  A X~_I, X2~ -- (U + v) A XZ,~ are mutually disjoint. 
Since the last two are positive and in x~T{_ 1 and x±±~n, respectively, we 
conclude that 
I lu +v- (u  +v)  ^ w. i (  = I [u -u  A w.  +v- -v  ^ w.i'[ 
= (il u - -  u ^ w~, I]~ + l] v - -  v A W. l}~)1/~ 
(interpret correctly for p = oo). Letting n -+ oo we conclude that the 
norm is p-additive on X. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let X be a Banach lattice with dimension X >~ 3. 
(1) I f  each closed sublattice of X is the range of positive contractive 
projection, then there is a p such that the norm is p-additive and the norm is 
order continuous. 
(2) I f  each closed sublattice of X admits a positive simultaneous 
linear extension, then there is a p such that the norm is p-additive. 
Proof. (1) is a consequence of Theorems 1.5 and 4.4. (2) is a con- 
sequence of Theorem 4.4 and the fact that if Y is a reflexive sublattice of 
X and Y admits a positive simultaneous linear extension, then it admits a 
contractive positive projection (in particular, when Y is finite dimensional 
this is true). 
We have already shown that a closed sublattice of an M space admits a 
positive simultaneous linear extenssion. Clearly if there is a positive 
contractive projection P of a Banach lattice X onto a closed sublattice Y, 
then Ly* = y* o P for y* ~ Y* defines a positive simultaneous linear 
extension of Y* into X*. Thus, when we show that if X is a Banach 
lattice in which the norm is order continuous and p-additive for some 
I ~< p ~< 0% then each closed sublattice is the range of a positive 
contractive projection, it will follow that the converses of (1) and (2) in 
Theorem 4.5 are valid. This fact is known. Proofs using the full force of 
the representation as Lp(tz), which obtain the projection in terms of 
conditional expectations, can be found in [1] and [28]. A proof which uses 
only order continuity of the norm and p-additivity seems to have some 
independent interest. We give such a proof here. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let X be a Banach lattice in which the norm is order 
continuous and p-additive for some 1 <~ p <~ or. Then each closed sublattice 
of X is the range of a positive contractive projection. 
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Clearly if the norm is p-additive for 1 ~< p < 0% then the norm is 
already order continuous. Thus the assumption is only necessary in the 
case p = oo. The proof is accomplished in a series of lemmas below. 
Throughout X denotes a Banach lattice under the hypotheses of the 
theorem and Y is a closed sublattice of X. Let t71 -- {x ~ X: ] x [ ~< y 
for some y ~ Y}. Then ](1 is norm dense in Y±± and since Y±± is a band 
in X, it suffices to show that there is a positive contractive projection of 
YI onto Y. If y e X, [y] denotes the band projection of X onto {y}l-k 
Recall that for x >~ 0, [y](x) = sup~ ny ^  x -- lim~ ny a x and, thus, 
for y ~ Y, [y](Y)C Y. 
Let ~ denote the family of all maximal sets of pairwise disjoint 
positive nonzero elements of Y. Then ~ is directed by D 1 >/D 2 if and 
only if for each y e D 1 there is a z ~ D 2 with y ~< z. 
Let x~Y1,  x >0 and choose y~Y such that x ~<y and put 
f (x ,  z, y) == [[[z]x [I/[[[z]y [l for all z E Y, z > 0, and [z](y) =# 0, put 
f (x ,  z, y) = 0 if [z](y) = 0. 
For D e ~ let x(D, y) = sup{f (x, z, y)[z](y): z ~ D} and q(x, y) = 
lim sup~ x(D, y). By the hypothesis on X all the suprema and infima 
involved exist in X and x(D, y), q(x, y) are in Y. Moreover, since each D 
is maximal, I[x(D, y){[ -- 1] x 11 .and sincef(x, z, y) ~< 1, q(x, y) <~ y. 
In the following lemma x is as above. 
LEMMA 4.1. I f  U, V are in Y and u ^ v >~ x, then q(x, u) ---- q(x, v). 
Proof. Let n be a positive integer and put 
gr = [((r + 1)/n)u -- v)+]u -- [((r/n)u -- v)+]u for r ----- 0, 1, 2 ..... 
Then g~eY and g~^g~=0 for r #s  and (r/n)[g~]u ~ [gr]v 
((r + 1)/n)[gr]u. This inequality is valid for gr replaced by any g with 
0 < g ~ g~. Hence, if 0 < g ~< g~ and r >/ ~/~,f(x, g, v) <~ (n/r)f(x, g, u) 
and 
.f(x, g, v)[g]v ~< ((n/r)f(x, g, u)(r + l)/n)[g]u = f(x, g, u)(1 + 1/r)[g]u 
(f(x,g, u) + 1/V'~)[g]u. 
I f  r ~< ~/~, then f (x ,  g, v)[g]v <~ [g]v <~ ((r + 1)/n)[g]u <~ 2/v/K[g]u. 
Hence, for all r and 0 <~ g <~ g~ , f  (x, g, v)[g]v <~f (x, g, u)[g]u + 2/X/Tz[g]u. 
I f  D D F {g; r = 0, 1, 2,..} and D 1 >~ D, then x(Da, v) ~ x(D~, u) + 2/~/-nu 
and hence q(x, v) ~ q(x, u) + 2/ a/Ku. It follows that q(x, v) ~ q(x, u) 
and interchanging u and v gives the equality. 
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COROLLARY. I f  X ~ Y and x > 0 and u ~ Y with u >/x, then q(x, u) = 
q(x, x) = x. 
For any x ~ Y~, let q(x) denote the unique element of Y defined by 
q(x +, u) = q(x) for any u e Y with u >~ x +. 
L•MMA 4.2. For x, y in I11, we have 
(i) q(x + y) < q(x) + q(y),  
(ii) q(ax) -- aq(x) for a >~ O, 
(iii) ]} q(x)lj ~< II x Jl. 
Proof. Parts (i) and (ii) are clear. To prove (iii) it suffices to consider 
x >~0. Let u~Y with u >~x and let n be a positive integer. For 
r= 1,2 .... ,n+ l le tP r={geY:0  <gand l - - ( r /n )  <f(x ,g ' ,u )  <~ 
1 - - ( r -  1)In for all g '~  Y with 0 < g' ~ g}. It is easy to see that 
P~ 4_ P~ for r =/= s, and u ± C P~+I • Moreover, if 
0 < g ~ P1 ± n ... t~ P~.± t~ Y, 
then f (x ,g ,  u) ~ 1 - - (r /n)  (r = 1, 2 , . ,  n) and in particular P~+I 
PI± n "" tq P~± n (Y+\{0)). For, assume this is valid for r -- 1 and take 
h a P1 ± r~ --. (~ Pr±(Y+\{O}). By hypothesis f (x ,  g, u) ~ 1 -- (r -- 1)/n 
for 0 < g ~ h. Let S be a maximal pairwise disjoint subset of Y+ such 
that 0 ~< s ~< h andf (x ,  s, u) ~< 1 -- (r/n) for all s ~ S. If S ±± # {h} ±±, 
we can f indag l~Y+suchthat0  <g l  ~<h andg leS  z. NowglCP~ 
so there is a g ~ Y with 0 < g ~< g~ andf(x ,  g, u) ~ (1--r/n, 1 --(r - -  1)/n]. 
It follows that f (x ,  g, u) <~ 1 -- r/n contradicting the maximality of S. 
Thus, S ±± = (h} ±± and [h]x -= sup{[s](x):s ~ S}. 
Now {[[s]x II = Ilf( x, s, u)[s]u II ~ (1 - r/n) [l[s]u [l for all s ~ S and, 
hence, II[h]xll ~< (1 -- ,'In)II sup,~s [sJu II = (1 -- r/n)ll[h]u II and 
f (x ,  h, u) <~ 1 -- rln as required. Let D o be a maximal pairwise disjoint 
subset of P~U" 'k )  P~UPn+I .  By the argument above, D o~.  
SupposeD >~D o . I fhED, thenthere isag~D o w i th0  <h ~gand 
there is an r such thatg ~ P~. Hence, f (x, h, u) andf(x ,  g, u) are both in 
(1 -- r/n, I --  (r -- 1)/n] andf(x ,  h, u) <~f(x,g, u) 4- 1In. Thus, 
x(D, u) = sup{f (x, h, u)[h]u: h s D} 
= sup(sup{f (x, h, u)[h]u: h ~ D, h <~ g}) 
geDo 
~< sup(sup{(f(x, g u) + 1/n)[h]u: h e D, h <~ g}) 
geDo 
-= sup{(f(x, g, u) 4- 1/n)[g]u: g ~ Do} -- x(Do, u) + (1/n)u. 
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Hence, 
[[ q(x)!l = II q(x, u)ll ~ II x(Do , u) + (1/n)u II 
]] x(Do, u)[I + (l/n)]} u Jl = II x ]1 + (1/n)]l u ]}. 
Letting n --~ o% we deduce that l] q(x)ll <~ I1 x 1] as required. 
LEMMA 4.3. There is a linear map P: Yx --~ Y1 such that Py = y for 
y 6 Y and Px ~ q(x) for x ~ Y1. 
Proof. Note that Y is order complete, q(y) = y+ >~ y for y ~ Y and 
q is subadditive and positive homogeneous. A Hahn-Banaeh type argu- 
ment allows us to obtain P by extending the identity map on Y to a 
linear map of Y1 into Y such that Px <~ q(x) (x ~ Y). 
Proof of the theorem. We show that the map P above is positive and 
contractive. Let x a Y1 with x >/0. Then P(-x)  <~ q(-x) = q((-x) +) = O, 
so P(x) >~ O. For any x c I71, 
[{ Px [I ~- H Px+ -- Px- [I = II I Px+ -- Px- Ill <~ I[ Px+ + Px- II 
= I IP ix  1}1 ~< ]lq(I xl)ll ~< IJ 1 x Ill = Ilxj}. 
We now investigate the uniqueness of contractive projections in L~ 
spaces. In particular, we show that if X is an abstract L~ space for some 
1 ~ p < ~ and Y is a closed sublattiee of X, then there is a unique 
contractive projection P of X onto Y such that PY± -- O. 
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose 1 ~ p < 0% then there is a constant M 
(depending on p only), such that if n is a positive integer, ao ..... a~ are 
positive numbers, E~=o aft' = 1, and 0 <~ k <~ 1/2, then 
Proof. Let F(k, n) denote the left hand side of the above inequality. 
For 0 ~<k ~ 1/2 and i=0,1  .... ,n ;  1 - -k i /n  ~0.  Thus, F(k,n)  is, 
for each n, an infinitely differentiable function of k. Elementary com- 
putations how that F(0, n) = 2, ~F(0, n)/gk = 1In and 8eF(k, n)/~k ~ is 
bounded, uniformly in n, for 0 ~< k ~< 1/2. Our result follows. 
In the next lemma, M is as in Lemma 4.4. 
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L~MMA 4.5. Let X be an abstract L ,  space for some 1 ~ p < oo. I f  
x, u are in X ,  O ~ x ~ u, ll u l] = 1, and0 ~ k ~ 1/2, then 
!J u 4- kx i} 4- 1i u -- kx 1t ~ 2 4- 2mk ~. 
Proof. This is clear for k =0.  If k >0 choose n > 1/k and put 
gt -~ [(((i + 1)/n) u -- x) +] u --  [((i/n) u -- x)+]u for i = 0,..., n. Note 
that gi A gj --~ 0 for i • j and Zi=o [gi] u ~ u. Furthermore, 
[gd(u + kx) <~ (1 4- (k(i + l)/n))[gi]u, and [g~](u -- kx) ~ (1 -- (k(n))[gi]u. 
I f  a i = ]l[gi]u }I, then Zi=o ai" ~ 1 and by Lemma 4.4, 
I1 u ÷ kx I] 4- tl u - Ax II 
LBMMA 4.6. Let X be a Banach lattice in which the norm is order 
continuous and Y C X a closed sublattice. I f  P is a positive contractive 
projection of X onto Y such that PY± = 0 and B is a band projection such 
that BY  C Y, then BP  = PB. 
Proof. Since Bx ~ x (x ~ 0) we have BPBx ~ BPx  and BPBx ~ PBx  
(x >/0). I f  u ~ Y and 0 ~ x ~ u we also have BPB(u  ~ x) ~ BP(u --  x). 
Since BPu -~ Bu -~ PBu -~ BPBu,  we conclude that BPx -~ BPBx,  
and similarly PBx = BPBx.  This gives PBx = BPx  (x ~ Y1) and, by 
continuity PBx-~ BPx  (x ~ el Y1 = yl±).  Since BY ± C Y+, PBx  ~- 
0 ~ BPx  (x E Y±). Thus, PB -~ BP  as required. 
Let q be the function defined as in Lemma 4.2. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let X be an abstract Lp space for some 1 ~ p < ~ and 
Y a closed linear sublattice of X .  I f  P is a positive contractive projection of X 
onto Y such that py_L = O, then Px ~ q(x) for all x ~ Y. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.6, P[x] = [x]P for all x ~ Y. Hence, if u e Y, 
and 0 ~ x ~ u, 
Px(D, u) = sup{tl[z]Px Illll[z]u II [z]u: ~ e D) 
= sup{ll P[z]x ll/ll[z]u I1 [~]u: z e D}  
sup{ll[z]x ll/N[z]u I[ [z]u: z e D} ~ x(O, u) for D e 9.  
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Hence, Px -~ q(Px, u) <~ q(x,u) = q(x). For a general x~Yt ,  
Px < q(x+) = q(x). 
THEOREM 4.7. Let X be an abstract L~ space for some 1 ~ p < oo and 
Y a closed linear sublattice of X .  Then the positive contractive projection P 
of X onto Y such that PY~- = 0 is unique. 
Proof. Let Q be a positive contractive projection of Y1 onto Y such 
thatQY ± = 0. ThenQx ~< q(x)for all x ~ Yv Hence, - -v  --  q(- -v -- x) <~ 
Q(x) <~ -u  + q(u + x) for all u, v ~ Y. Thus, it is sufficient to show that 
in f{v - -u+q( - -v - -x )+q(u+x) :u ,v~Y} -0 .  
Fix u ~ Y such that u /> x and assume x /> 0. Then we will show that 
inf{--2Au + g(Au --  x) + q(Au + x): A ~ 1} ~- 0 for, let A > 2, and let 
k -- 1/A. As in the proof of Lemma 4.2(iii) there is a D ~ ~ such that 
q(u~kx)  ~ (u :~kx) (D ,  2u)+k 2 - 2u. By Lemma 4.5, applied to 
I][z](u + kx)il + ]l[z](u -- kx)] I for each z ~ D, we have 
q(u + kx) + q(u -- kx) -- 2u -- k ~ • 2u 
< (u + kx)(D, 2u) + (u -- kx)(D, 2u) 
= sup{(l![z](u + kx)ll + It[z](u - -  - -  211[z]u I1)/l![z]2u t! " [z]2u: z D)  
~< sup{2M I[[z]u l{k2/{l[z]2u {I " [z]2u: z ~ D} 
= 2MkZu. 
Thus, q(Au + x) + q(Au --  x) - -  2Au ~ 2MAk2u + Ak 2 • 2u = 
(2M + 1)/A • u. Since inf{1/A • u: A ) 1} = 0, we are done. 
The proof of Theorem 4.6 is different from that in [1]. Theorem 4.7 
is part of the folklore. 
5. CONTRACTIVE PROJECTIONS AND BANACH SPACE CHARACTERIZATIONS 
oF L O,) 
By a Banach space characterization f L~(~) we mean one in which a 
lattice structure is not assumed. The theory of contractive projections 
plays an important role in this development. The papers on which this 
section is based are [2], [19], [28], and [29]. Since the Hilbert space case 
(i.e., p = 2) is a special one and is well known, we shall eliminate it in 
general. 
In [30] Zippin gave the following Banach space characterization of
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L~(Ix): A Banach space X is linearly isometric to an L~o(Ix) space if and 
only if there is an upwards directed net of finite dimensional subspaces 
of X each of which is linearly isometric to an lp(n) space and their union 
is dense in X. This theorem has never appeared outside of [30] (which is 
in Hebrew). 
We will modify the proof of the key theorem in [28] to give a proof of 
Zippin's result. 
We shall set the stage for the main results of this section by the 
following definition and theorems. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let (S, X, Ix) be a measure space and Z o a a-subring 
of ~. A projection P: LI(Ix ) -~ LI@ ) is said to be a conditional expectation 
operator if P( f )  is 27o-measurable for all f@Ll(ix ) and for each A G Z'o, 
Pf  " fA dixo = f f " fA dix, where/~0 -~ Ix I 27o. 
Clearly a conditional expectation is a positive contractive projection. 
If Ix is finite, conditional expectation operators arise in L:(Ix) in a 
natural fashion. If  Z' 0 is a a-subalgebra of Z and f G L:(~) is positive, 
then v(A)= f f  .fa dIx for A a X 0 defines an absolutely continuous 
measure v with respect o/z 0 =/~ ] Z o . By the Radon-Nikodym theorem 
there is a Zo-measurable function g such that v(A) = fgf~ dIx o for all 
A ~ Z 0 . One can then define a conditional expectation operator through 
the equation Pf  -~ g. 
From the characterization of conditional expectation operators on 
Ll(/z ) when ~ is a finite measure, one can deduce the corresponding 
characterization for L~(/~) (1 ~ p < ~,  p ~ 2). This characterization 
is used by Tzafriri in [28] to show that the range of a contractive 
projection in any abstract Lp space is again an abstract L~ space. 
In this context by the support of a function f, we mean 
{t:f(t) ~ 0} = S(f). 
THEOREM 5.1 (see [2]). Let (T, ~, i~) be a finite measure space and P a 
positive contractive projection on L:(~) such that P(1) = 1. Then P is 
a conditional expectation operator. 
Let (T/E,  IX) be a finite measure space, then for any 1 < p < ~,  
L~o(ix) C L:(IX) and, in fact, L~(IX) is a dense set in L:(IX). Thus if P is any 
bounded linear operator from L:0(IX) to itself which is also bounded in 
the L: norm then P has a unique bounded linear extension to L:(IX). In 
particular if P is a contractive projection and is also contractive in the L: 
norm, then the unique extension is a contractive projection in LI(IX ). In 
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particular, if P is a positive contractive projection on Lv(ix) with P(I) -- 1 
and P is contractive in the L1 norm, then P is a conditional expectation 
operator. The proof of the followingtheorem is also found in [2]. 
THEOREM 5.2 (Ando). Let (T, ~, tx) be a finite measure space and P a 
contractive projection on Lp(i x) for some p with 1 < p < 0% p ~ 2. I f  
P1 = 1, then P is contractive in the L 1 norm. 
COROLLARY. Let (T, Z, U) be a finite measure space, 1 ~ p < ~,  
p ~ 2. I f  P is a contractive projection on Lp(IX) and P1 = 1, then P is a 
conditional expectation operator. 
We wish to show that the range of a contractive projection in a general 
space of the type Lp(/~) is linearly isometric to an L~(v) for some v. Since 
this is well known for p = 2, we will not discuss this case. The proof is a 
modification of the proof in [28] (which uses Zippin's theorem). 
THEOREM 5.3 (Tzafriri). Let ( T, Z, tz) be a measure space and P be a 
contractive projection in Lp(IX) (1 ~ p < ~).  Then the range of P is 
linearly isometric to an L~(v) for some measure space ( T', Z',  v). 
The proof is accomplished in a sequence of lemmas whose proofs can 
be found in [28]. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let (T, Z, t~) be a measure space, X a separable subspace of 
L~(~) and P a bounded linear operator on Lg(~). Then there is a T o ~ Z and a 
cr-subring Z o of Z such that for A ~ Zo , .4 C To, and 
(a) Lp(/Zo) is separable, where Ixo -~ Ix IZo,  
(b) XCL~(t~o) CL~(IX), 
(c) P(L~(~)) CLp(~o ). 
Let X be a closed linear subspace of Lp(T, Z,/~). A function f ~ X is 
said to have maximum support if S( f )D  S(g) for all g~ X where 
S( f )  D S(g) means tx(S(g)\S(f))  = O. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let (T, Z, Ix) be a totally a-finite measure space and X a 
closed linear subspace of L~o(ix) (1 ~< p < c~). Then X contains a function of 
maximum support. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let (T, Z, ix) be a measure space and P a contractive 
projection on L~,(IX) for 1 <~ p < or, p ~ 2. I f  f is" in the range of P, 
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T o = S( f ) ,  2 o = E IT  o, then Lp(tZo) is invariant under P and t~ o is 
totally ~ finite where tzo = tz l S o . 
LEMMA 5.5. Let (T, Z, t ~) be a measure space and P a contractive 
projection in L,(t~ ) for 1 ~ p < oo, p ~ 2. I f  for every f E Lv(t~ ) with 
P f  = f, X] ---- {P(hf): hf EL~o(t*)}, then X j  is a closed linear subspace of the 
range of P linearly isometric to L , ( s (u ) ,  ~ I ,  I f  I v dl~), where Si is a a- 
subalgebra of S I S ( f ) .  Moreover, the functions fg, where g is a simple 
integrable function on Zt , are dense in X I . 
LEMIVlA 5.6. Let (T, Z, tz) be a measure space and P a contractive 
projection on L,(t~) for 1 <~ p < ~,  p if= 2. Then 270 = {A: A = S I for 
some f in the range of P} is a crsubring of X. Furthermore, if P f  = f and 
A -~ S( f ) ,  then B C A is in Z o if  and only if B ~ El and in such a case 
P(UUB) = f iB.  
Proof of the theorem. The theorem is clear for p = 2. Suppose 
1 ~< p < oo and p ® 2. Let 27 o be as in Lemma 5.6 and by  Zorn's 
lemma we choose a maximal family {A~}~r of elements of 270 which 
intersect in a/~-null set andf~ in the range of P such that 51f~ II ~- 1 and 
A~ ~- S(f i) .  By Lemma 5.5, X~ -~ X~ is linearly isometric to Lp(S(f~), 
271~, IL !P d/z) for each 7 ~/ ' .  Also by Lemma 5.5, X~ (~ X¢ ---- {0} for 
y~y ' .  
We define the linear map from (O ~.,~rLp(A~, 27~, If~ I p dtz))p to the 
range of P by {Q~h~} = Z~r  P(h~fi), where h~f~ ~ L;(~) for all y E F and 
Y.~r ]] Q.,h.~ ]ip < oo. Now, clearly g~g~. = 0 for ~ :/: V' and g~ ~ X~, 
g¢e X./ . So II E~r  P(h~fi)l[ ~ = Z~- I I  P(h~fi)ll ~ = E~r  [I Q~g~ I1 p 
implies E~r  P(h~f~) exists in X -~ range of P and this correspondence 
is an isometry. Thus, it remains to show that it is onto. I f  f e X and 
A -~ S( f )  only countably many A FI A~ are nonnuU. It follows, from 
maximality, that f -~ ~r f fx  v where the sum has, in fact, a countable 
number of nonzero terms and the convergence is in L~ norm. 
We shall devote the rest of the section to proving Zippin's result. This 
entails the introduction of some new concepts and some new spaces. 
I f  X and Y are isomorphic Banach spaces, then 
d(X,  Y) = inf{[I L II 11L-~ II: L is a linear isomorphism of X onto Y}. 
Clearly d(X, Y)>~ I and if X and Y are linearly isometric, then 
d(X, Y) = 1. However, it is possible to have d(X, Y) = 1 without X 
and Y being linearly isometric. 
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DEFINITION 5.2. Let 1 ~< p <~ ~9 and A ~> 1. A Banach space X is 
said to be an ~.a  space if for each finite dimensional subspace Y of X 
there is a finite dimensional subspace Z D Y of X such that d (Z, ll,(n)) ~ A, 
where n is the dimension of Z. 
The reader can easily check thatL~(/z) is an ~,a  space for all A > 1. In 
fact, if M is the collection of all finite pairwise disjoint classes {A 1 ..... An) 
of sets of finite measure and for each B e ~2, XB is the linear span of the 
simple functions )cA for A e B, then the XB's are directed upwards and 
(J XB = L~(~). 
The following theorelas are due to Lindenstrauss and Pelczynski and 
appear in [19]. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let X be a Banach space and 1 <~ p <~ oo and ;t ~ 1. 
I f  for each finite dimensional space Y of X there is a finite dimensional space 
Z C lp such that d(Y, Z) <~ A, then there is an abstract L~ space V such that 
d(X, Xo) for some Xo C V. 
There is a stronger esult in the case 1 < p < cw. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let X be an @ space for 1 < p < oo. Then there is an 
abstract L~ space V and a complemented subspace Z of V isomorphic to X. 
COROLLARY. If X is an ~,a  space for all A > 1, then X is linearly 
isometric to a complemented subspace Z of an abstract Lp space V in such a 
way that Z is the range of a contractive projection on V. 
The case p = 1 has to be handled differently. 
DEFINITION 5.3. A Banach space X is said to be a ~a space if it is 
complemented with a projection of norm ~< )~ in each Banach space Y in 
which it is contained (or isometrically embedded). 
The following remarkable theorem is due to Grothendieck [13]. 
THEOREM 5.6. Let X be a Banach space. Then X is linearly isometric 
to an LI(lx) space if and only if X*  is a ~1 space. 
THEOREM 5.7. I f  X is an ~a space, then X* is a ~a space for some A. 
In particular, if X is an ~.~ space for a l lA> 1, then X* is a ~ l  space and 
X is linearly isometric to an LI(lx ) space. 
The following theorem summarizes the above theorems. 
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THEOREM 5.8. Let X be a Banach space. Then the following are 
equivalent for 1 ~ p < ~:  
(1) X = Lp(iz) for some measure ~, 
(2) X is an @,a space for all A > 1, 
(3) (Zippin) there is a net {Y~}~ of finite dimensional subspaces of 
X such that Yi is linearly isometric to l~o(ni) where n = dimension of 
Yi and Ui~x Yi = X. 
Proof. Clearly (1) implies (3) and (3) implies (2). By the preceding 
corollaries X is linearly isometric to the range of a contractive projection 
in some abstract L~ space. Thus, by Tzafriri's theorem, (1) follows. 
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